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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents and Families,
I trust all the dads, grandads and father figures had a great day last Sunday. I have heard of many innovative ways that
families celebrated this special day together. It is right that we celebrate, despite the fact that we are all in isolation in our
homes, to remind us that there are many things for which we should to be grateful. The most important of which is family.
Throughout this lockdown period our families have been the greatest source of support.
I felt very disappointed and disheartened on Sunday to learn that Stage 4 lockdown would continue for at least another two
weeks. The Premier, Daniel Andrews, has made it quite clear that the way forward out of isolation would depend very much
on the numbers of new cases over the next few weeks. Unfortunately, it seems that Term 4 will not result in all students
returning to onsite learning. However, it is wonderful that our younger students in Prep to Year 2 will return from week two,
October 12th. At least these little people will have the opportunity to return to the classroom and experience some normality
for the remainder of the year. We are ever hopeful that our older students will be able to return, perhaps at the end of
October or early November if COVID cases continue to fall. Unfortunately we have had to take the decision to cancel our
Carols Evening, which is most disappointing. At this stage we are not certain about Graduation or indeed what happens with
the Sacraments. We will let you all know as soon as we have further information on this front.
Are you leaving?
To assist us with planning for next year, could any family leaving St Damian’s at the end of the year, please advise us as
soon as possible. We would be most appreciative of the notice as this will help us to plan our class structures for 2021.
Education Board
The members of the Education Board will meet via Zoom on Tuesday 15th September at 7.30pm
End of Term
The term will end next Friday 18th September. School resumes with remote learning on Monday 5th October. Happy holidays
everyone.
Staff News — Condolences
Our prayers and sympathy are extended to Mrs Marie Costanzo, one of our wonderful Learning Support Officers, and her
family on the passing of her mother. We pray that God’s grace give them strength during this very difficult time.
School Photos
We have re-booked the school photographers once again. This is the fourth booking we have made this year so we are
keeping our fingers crossed that this booking will be successful. We will wait and see. At this stage the school photos will be
taken on November 9th.
Gospel Reflection – 24th Sunday of Ordinary Time, 13 September 2020
Dear Friends,
Our life experience tells us that it is difficult to let go of hurt, resentment, hatred and vengeance, especially if they are deep.
We would think of getting even with those who have offended us. When we are deeply hurt we become resentful and endure
retaliation. We therefore become prisoners of anger and pain. The way of retaliation and vengeance is natural and universal,
but deadly and destructive. We can see this in the ongoing conflict in different parts of the world. That’s why the world is
constantly in turmoil with acts of killing and bombing from both sides of conflict. That’s why our human relationships suffer
heavily and often come to a dead end. Mahatma Gandhi once said: “An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind”.
Today’s Gospel invites us to explore the challenge of Christian forgiveness. Jesus gives us a story as an answer to how
many times we should forgive others for their wrongdoings. ‘Not seven times but seventy times seven’ Jesus says. The
mystery of God’s forgiveness is beyond our understanding but we are called to act on it and make it work with others when it
is offered. We are all sinners, and so we are all in need of God’s mercy and forgiveness. To live fully our lives, we all need
forgiveness from one another as well as from God. It is only with forgiveness that we can set ourselves free and find peace.
It is told that animal hunters in India find a very effective way to catch monkeys. They use the half of a large coconut hard
shell as a trap by making a small hole that only the hand of a monkey can pass through. That holed coconut is nailed to the
ground. Some favourite fruit like a banana or an apple is placed underneath to lure the monkey. The only way to get the fruit
is through the small hole. When a monkey sees the fruit and gets tempted, it quickly put its hand through and hold the fruit.
Obviously that monkey cannot pull its hand and fruit free of the coconut. It would then stay imprisoned while screaming,
waiting to be caught by the hunters without letting go of the fruit to set itself free.
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Like the monkey we remain imprisoned unless we let go of past hurts and grievances to forgive other people from the heart.
If we are generous with compassion and forgiveness, God will forgive our sins. Forgiveness brings us freedom and peace
but true conversion gives us new life.
Fr Vincent Le PP.
Have a good week everyone and keep safe and well

Rosanna.

WHOLE SCHOOL DISCO EVENT
In celebration of the Dance Unit the children have
participated in this term for Performing Arts, we
will be holding a whole school disco for all of our
families to join in! Please put this in your diary:
Wednesday September 16th at 1.00pm
Join Zoom Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/85411442335?
pwd=ZGFwV3dFcm5LeGtwblZzQjVYTWxVQT09
Id: 854 1144 2335
Password: 296732
This is guaranteed to be A LOT OF FUN!!
Miss Lorkin
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Memorial of Our Lady of Sorrows – 15th September
Primary Scriptural references to Mary’s sorrows are located in Luke 2:35 and John 19:26 – 27. Luke’s passage narrates
Simeon’s prediction about a sword piercing Mary’s soul and John’s passage relates Jesus’ words from the cross to Mary
and to the beloved disciple.
Early Church writers interpret the sword as Mary’s sorrows, especially as she saw Jesus die on the cross. Therefore, the two
passages are brought together as prediction and fulfilment. Saint Ambrose sees Mary as a sorrowful yet powerful figure at
the cross. Mary stood fearlessly at the cross while others fled. Mary looked on her Son’s wounds with pity, but saw in them
the salvation of the world. As Jesus hung on the cross, Mary did not fear to be killed, but offered herself to her persecutors.
Reflection
John’s account of Jesus’ death is highly symbolic. When Jesus gives the beloved disciple to Mary, we are invited to
appreciate Mary’s important role within the Church and Catholic Tradition. We believe that Mary symbolises the Church and
that John represents all believers. As Mary mothered Jesus, she is now mother to all His followers. Furthermore, as Jesus
died, He handed over His Spirit. Mary and the Spirit cooperate in creating new children of God and are reflected in Luke’s
account of Jesus’ conception. Christians can trust that they will continue to experience the caring presence of Mary and
Jesus’ Spirit throughout their lives and throughout history.
Saint Damian’s Feast Day – 26th September
Saint Damian dedicated his life to serving the people of God. He was steadfast in his faith and offered his helping hands to
the sick, as well as professing his love of God. We pray that we too may we be the practical sign of the hands, heart and
voice of Jesus.
Saint Damian, to you we pray, guide us through each day.
You cared for the weak, the frail and the lonely.
You cared for those who were ill; you gave your life serving others.
Teach us to live your way.
Saint Damian, to you we pray, guide us through each day.
You used your skills, knowledge and talents.
You walked in the path of Christ; you set no fee for serving others.
Teach us to live your way.
Saint Damian, to you we pray, guide us through each day.
You heard God’s Word, “love one another,” and cared for those in need.
You gave new life, hope and compassion.
Teach us to live your way.
Saint Damian, to you we pray, guide us through each day.
Season of Creation 2020 - The Peace Prayer of Saint Francis of Assisi
Lord, make me an instrument of your peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow love;
where there is injury, pardon;
where there is doubt, faith;
where there is despair, hope;
where there is darkness, light;
and where there is sadness, joy.
O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek
to be consoled as to console;
to be understood as to understand;
to be loved as to love.
For it is in giving that we receive;
it is in pardoning that we are pardoned;
and it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
Amen.

Mary-Ann Wright.
Religious Education Leader.
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R U OK? Day is today, Thursday 10 September 2020.
It’s the national day of action when we remind Australians that every day is the day to ask, “Are you OK?” if
someone in your world is struggling with life’s ups and downs.
2020 has been a challenging year for everyone and circumstances have made it even more important for us all to
stay connected and, for those who are able, be willing to support those around us.
You don’t have to be an expert to keep the conversation going when someone says they’re not OK. By knowing
what to say you can help someone feel supported and access appropriate help long before they’re in crisis, which
can make a really positive difference to their life.
Learn what to say after R U OK?
1. Ask
2. Listen
3. Encourage action
4. Check in
Here is the link to download FREE resources for tips and ideas.
https://www.ruok.org.au/join-r-u-ok-day
ADVENTURES AROUND AUSTRALIA
It has been so exciting to see many members of the school community continue or begin this challenge and
provide us with such positive feedback. We hope that for those participating, that it is enhancing your wellbeing.
Remember with one week to go, it’s not too late to join in the fun! We reached Cairns today...if only it were true!!!
Well done to the following families who added kilometres to our journey:
ADAMS, APICELLA, BOSSINI, CARAPELLOTTI, CAUSOVSKI, CHEN, CONSTANTINOU, DAVIDE, GANNON,
GONZALES, GREY, GUSATTO, HARPER, LICCIARDO, LIM, LIU, MAROGE, MICOMONACO, MOUDGIL, PANTELIDIS,
PECACOVSKI, SALVO, STINGAS, TARANTELLI, TRIKILIS, VASS, WHITE, ZHANG, ANSWERTH, BEEBY, CANNATELLI,
CARUANA, COCCHIARA, CIURLEO, COCCHIARA, DE FRANCESCO, DRAGONETTI, MAGUIRE, SOBEY, STARR,
TANSKI and WALSH.

Stay Well and Stay Safe,
Tania Micomonaco.
Student Wellbeing Leader.
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September
10th

Lucia

1/2C

12th

Kayleb

3BM

13th

Charlie

1/2MZ

14th

Sara

6G

15th

Mason

PT

Mikayla

5L

Savannah

5S

Alissa

PM

Ben

5S

Neveah

3T

Dahlia

PT

16th

Oliver Ivanovski—PA

For trying so hard to write sentences all by himself. Keep up the great work
Oliver !

Chiara Bernardini —PA

For answering lots of maths questions after we read ‘A Snail is One and a
Crab is Ten’ Brava!

Lucas Gao —PA

For being a cheerful and positive class member and doing his best in all areas
of the curriculum. Bravo!

Sareah Walter —PA

For doing her best to sound out the sounds in words and writing the letters.
Brava!

Josephine Yousif —PA

For doing her best and showing great improvement in her reading! Brava!

Domenico De Angelis—PM

For working so hard to learn to read his sight words. I’m so proud of you Dom!

Chloe Shen—PM

For always bringing a beautiful smile to our Google Meets and sharing her
ideas with the class. Well done Chloe!

Oliver Munton—PT

For being a hardworking student. Well done on building a ‘growth mindset’
and for challenging yourself with your learning. Keep up the great work Oliver!

Joshua Butcher—PT

For always trying your best with your work presentation. Your work is neat,
tidy and easy to read, and your handwriting is beautiful! Well done Joshua!

Isaac Korovin—PT

For showing great improvement in his reading and writing. Well done on trying
to sound out words all by yourself. Keep up the great work Isaac!

Harry Pan—PT

For his enthusiastic approach to his learning. Harry has been working very
hard in all areas of the curriculum and has shown that he is always ready for a
challenge. Congratulations Harry. You are a star!
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James Harper—1/2C

For his enthusiastic and positive approach to Remote Learning this Term.
James is always on time to Google Meets, shares his ideas with the class and
gives all tasks a go! Well done James and keep up the great work.

Bailey Adams —1/2C

For his attendance on Google Meets throughout this Term. Bailey always logs
in on time and is ready for his learning day! Thank you for your positive
approach to Remote learning. Keep up the great work and well done Bailey!

For logging on to his Google Meets and small groups every day last week.
Jonathan Mandarano —1/2C Jonathan has been practising how to log onto Google Meets independently.
Fantastic job Jonathan!
Jacob Akom —1/2C

For always sharing his ideas and thoughts with the class on whole class
meets and in his small groups. Jacob always gives questions and activities a
try even if he is unsure. Keep up the great work and well done Jacob!

Kyle Stechemesser —1/2C

For being such a positive and enthusiastic class member of 1/2C. Kyle always
tries his best in all of his learning activities and he shares his ideas, thoughts
and stories with the class. Well done Kyle!

Gabriel Gioffre—1/2J

Congratulations Gabriel for your attendance on our Google Meets throughout
this term. Your positive attitude and sharing of ideas and thoughts during our
Whole Class Meets is a great example to your peers. The work you submit on
Seesaw is always beautifully presented and a pleasure to read. Keep up the
wonderful work.

Jacob Schembri —1/2J

Congratulations Jacob on a successful term of Remote Learning so far. Thank
you for all the contributions you make during our Whole Class Meets which
show your excellent understanding of the learning taking place. It is always a
pleasure to see you smiling and approaching your learning with a positive and
enthusiastic attitude. Well Done!

Giselle Carter —1/2J

Congratulations Giselle for your positive and enthusiastic attitude towards
your learning. During our whole group and small group meets you voluntarily
share your thoughts and ideas with your peers. Thank you for attending our
classes with a smiling face and an enthusiastic attitude. Keep up the
wonderful work.

Lucas Canil —1/2J

Congratulations Lucas on a successful term of Remote Learning so far. You
are always punctual to our meets and show respect and kindness towards
your peers. Thank you for being so enthusiastic in sharing your learning with
me and others in the class. I have been very impressed by your work and your
questions seeking clarification. I liked seeing the photos of the omelette you
made. Well done!

Michael Kelly —1/2J

Congratulations Mikey for your enthusiastic and eager attitude towards your
learning this term. I have enjoyed hearing about your learning and all the
exciting things you have been doing during Remote Learning. Thank you for
sharing your thoughts during our Meets where you have been able to make
connections to things you have learnt. It has been a pleasure to see your
smiling face. Keep up the wonderful work.

Charlie Wang —1/2MZ

For demonstrating excellent mathematical reasoning and mental computation.
For always being super enthusiastic and positive about his learning. Well
Done Charlie!

Josh Lu —1/2MZ

For working hard during remote learning and for demonstrating excellent
mathematical skills in multiplication and division. Well Done Josh!

Milana Ivanovski —1/2MZ

For always being an engaged and positive learner and contributing so well to
whole class discussions and small focus groups.
For creating an amazing video of her procedure for “How To Make Vanilla
Cupcakes.” Well Done.

Chloe Yi —1/2MZ

For always having an inquiring mind and consistently seeking clarification
when needed.
For creating a beautiful cake as part of her procedural writing task. Well Done
Chloe!!
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Jake Bozinoski —1/2MZ

For always being a polite and respectful class member both in the whole and
small group focuses.
For reading fluently and expressively when reading aloud. Good job Jake!

Patrick Zheng—3BM

For always sharing your amazing mathematical thinking in our class meets.
We love finding out how your wonderful brain works! Keep it up!

Tina Hagiliassis —3BM

For challenging yourself to include a range of punctuation when writing your
narrative to engage the reader.

Abby Yu —3BM

For making a real effort to follow instructions carefully and for always being
such a polite member of the class.

Betty Zheng —3BM

For your amazing efforts in writing your wonderful narrative. You have thought
of lots of ways to engage the reader of your story. Superstar!

Jonas Xie —3BM

For always contributing your fabulous ideas during our class discussions. We
always learn so much from you Jonas. Keep it up!

Pax Ngo—3T

For keeping communication open and asking questions to make sure you are
on task. Keep working on that growth mindset!

Isabella Raco—3T

For reading/watching instructions and completing the tasks to the best of your
ability. Congratulations on all the gold stars you have received!

Mia Akom—3T

For being kind and considerate during learning time. You are patient and ask
questions when you don’t understand something. Great growth mindset!

Neo Li—4M

For always trying to do his best

Nathan Lu —4M

For always thinking of many possible strategies to solve Mathematical
problems

Luca Lo Piccolo —4M

For taking a positive approach to learning everyday

Ted Majoram —4M

For always trying his best during Mathematics

Valentina McGregor —4M

For her insightful contributions to class discussions

Chloe Tjoa —4M

For drawing on prior knowledge when reflecting on characters in a text

Jordan Tarantelli—4WT

For contributing to class discussion and having a positive attitude across all
areas of your learning. Well done on all of your efforts so far.

Dev Nambiar —4WT

For using complex vocabulary and descriptive language in your Narrative
writing piece. Thank you for completing all tasks successfully each day during
remote learning.

Gurshaan Garche —4WT

For demonstrating great Mathematical knowledge during our Class meets to
solve challenging questions. Thank you for displaying enthusiasm and sharing
your thought patterns.

Elana Barbaro —4WT

For demonstrating your organisation skills throughout all meetings and
lessons. Well done for always being ready to start and submitting your work
on time. Fantastic work!

Adam Grey —4WT

For engaging in an excellent writing lesson and completing a whole draft in
one lesson. Keep up the fantastic work. Well done.
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Eric Novatsis—5L

For displaying a positive attitude towards all areas of his learning.
Well done, Eric!

Julian Del Medico —5L

For showing persistence throughout Remote Learning and always doing his
best. Congratulations Julian!

Sebastian Coustely —5L

For showing persistence throughout Remote Learning and always doing his
best. Congratulations, Sebastian!

Isabella Karanfilovska—5S

For always striving to do her best by seeking clarification and asking for
feedback on her work. Well done!

Joshua Salvo—5S

For showing persistence during remote learning and demonstrating a growth
mindset when faced with challenges. Keep up the great work!

Jana Gargaro—6C

For attention to detail and her efforts in all set tasks.

Candice Deng—6C

For her wonderful snapshot writing and detail in many set tasks.

Petar Trajceski—6C

For always giving his best, being responsible and for keeping up with the
demands of online learning.

Sabine Bossini—6G

For consistently completing her work at an excellent standard while working
online.

Sienna Bozinoski —6G

For a more consistent approach to online learning and for presenting a great
snapshot called 'Carousel Swing'.

Shiphrah Edwards —6G

For always putting 100% into her work and completing it to a high standard.

Rafael Marchionda —6G

For his actions and effort in his video of the Aboriginal Our Father.

Sarah White —6G

For displaying perseverance in completing her tasks and for a well presented
video on how to make fruit salad.

Anne LIu —6G

For her excellent snapshot writing called 'Farm Gate' that included alliteration
and excellent description.

Thomas Ribera —6G

For his Non Fiction text on Everything You Need to Know to get up to Speed
About Engines.

Henry Vo —6G

For displaying a more concerted effort in his work.

